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A B S T R A C T

Distributed data storage systems are widely used to store data with the development of big data and cloud
computing. Due to the complicated network environment, the data may risk being destroyed or stolen by an
intentional hacker. In order to mitigate the risk of data destruction and data theft, this paper studies the joint
optimization of data parts allocation and computers protections to defense a distributed data storage system in
order to maximize the system reliability. The whole data is divided into multiple data parts, where copies of each
part can be made and allocated onto different computers. Two different cases are considered, where all data
parts on a computer will be destroyed in the first case and all data parts on a computer will not only be destroyed
but also stolen in the second case, if the computer is intruded by the hacker. The system is reliable if the defender
still has all data parts and the hacker does not obtain all data parts. For both cases, the system reliability is
evaluated by extending the universal generating function technique. Numerical examples are carried out to
illustrate the applications.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of big data and cloud computing
technology, distributed data storage systems have received consider-
able research attention in recent years [1–3]. They have also become
commercially attractive because of their large-scale data storage ability
comparing with traditional data storage systems [4,5]. Distributed data
storage systems have the potential to enhance data availability since
multiple copies of a same data part can be made and allocated onto
different computers to provide redundancy [6,7]. They are widely used
in many fields such as financial transactions, military affairs and
medical areas [8].

A lot of works have been done to study the optimal configuration of
a distributed data storage system considering different factors. In [9],
the minimal number of homogeneous hardware redundancies (storage
devices) achieving a pre-determined system reliability was studied.
Since the homogeneous redundancy scheme may increase the cost of
data copies, some research works were devoted to analyzing the op-
timal non-homogeneous redundancy scheme in order to minimize the
cost [10,11]. In addition to the redundancy scheme, the number of data
replicas is also the factor that affects the cost. The work by Long et al.
optimized the number of data replicas to reduce the cost under the

policy of static data replication [12]. Besides, the dynamic data re-
plication policy was shown to be effective in reducing the cost by not
copying the least used data [13]. Some works studied the combination
of the above two measures. The optimal strategy of hardware re-
dundancies deployment and data replication was studied in [14] and
[15], where a hybrid heuristic algorithm is developed to seek the op-
timal solution. In addition to intelligent algorithms, simulation is also
an effective method to analyze such large and complex systems [16,17].
Except for reducing the storage cost, how to enhance the reliability of a
distributed data storage system is also a key issue [18,19].

Owing to the complex and uncertain network security environ-
ments, the data availability and the data security of a distributed data
storage system are not only influenced by internal structures of the
system such as hardware redundancies deployment and data replica-
tion but also threatened by hackers [20,21]. The data is usually par-
titioned into different parts which are stored on different computers in
a distributed data storage system. Hackers therefore have more op-
portunities to intrude the computers and corrupt the data [22]. Levitin
et al. analyzed the optimal number of computers and the optimal al-
location strategy of data parts to enhance the reliability of a dis-
tributed data storage system [23,24]. Some other works also studied
the optimal system structure considering data security and data
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availability [25,26]. In this research, we formulate the data parti-
tioning problem as a two-stage dynamic game, and analyze both the
optimal strategy of the defender and the optimal strategy of the
hacker. The intruding probability in this research is determined by
both the amount of resources that the defender and the hacker allo-
cated onto each computer. This paper gives a general function form to
formulate the intruding probability of each computer. To the best of
our knowledge, none of the existing literature addressed the defense
strategy of a distributed data storage system where the data parts al-
location and the computers protections are jointly optimized facing a
strategic hacker/attacker.

In real-world applications, many government departments and
incorporations store confidential data in distributed data storage
systems. However, these confidential data may risk being destroyed or
stolen by an intentional hacker. The hacker intrudes a computer il-
legally and encrypts all the data parts on this computer. It makes all
the data parts on this computer unable to be decoded and used by
users. It can be regarded as data destruction in this case. A typical
example is the WannaCry ransomware. However, in the big data era,
some hackers may not only destroy data, but also steal confidential
data and make use of them. Motivated by this practical problem, this
paper studies the optimal defense strategy of a distributed data storage
system where the data parts allocation and the computers protections
are jointly optimized. Two different cases are considered. In the first
case, the attacker only destroys the data parts on a computer if it in-
trudes the computer. In the second case, the attacker not only destroys
the data parts on a computer but also steals them if it intrudes the
computer successfully. In other words, intruding a computer only af-
fects the survivability of the data parts on the computer in the first
case, but affects both the survivability and the security of the data
parts in the second case. The system fails if the defender loses any data
part or the hacker/attacker gets all the data parts. For both cases, the
defense-attack contest is modeled as a two-stage dynamic game,
where the defender chooses the strategy of data parts allocations and
computers protections in the first stage and the attacker chooses the
optimal allocation of attack resources in the second stage. Being po-
sitioned within the classification structure provided by Hausken and
Levitin [27], the structure of the system studied in this paper is a
network system. Besides, the defense measure is protection and the
attack tactics and circumstances are attacking against multiple ele-
ments. Different from existing works on system defense strategies,
which typically study the defense of series systems, parallel systems,
series-parallel systems, and etc. [28,29], the problem considered in
this paper is more challenging. In particular, the reliability of a dis-
tributed data storage system is more difficult to calculate comparing to
series systems, parallel systems, series-parallel systems, and etc.
[30,31]. As there may be different combinations of computers’ states
to contribute to system success, it may be difficult to write an explicit
formula to express the system reliability especially when there are
many computers and many data parts. Moreover, this paper not only
studies the optimal allocation of protection resources, but also the
optimal allocation of data parts onto the computers. For different
possible allocations of data parts onto the system computers, the
system reliability is a different function of the computers’ reliabilities,
which further makes the explicit formulation of system reliability
challenging. In this paper, the reliability of the distributed data sto-
rage system is calculated by the universal generation function (UGF)
technique [32,33], based on which a joint optimization is formulated
for the defender in order to maximize the system reliability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the proposed system. Section 3 studies a basic system defense model
considering data survivability and gives the optimal defense and at-
tack strategies. An extended system defense model incorporating data
security is presented and the corresponding optimal defense and at-
tack strategies are analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 gives the conclu-
sions.

2. System description

Notation list

Variable Description
R, r the total resources of the hacker and the defender
N the number of parts that the data is partitioned into
ci the size of data part i
M the number of computers in the distributed data storage

system
Ck the capacity of computer k
n i( ) the number of copies of the ith data part
Sj the set of data parts that are stored on computer j
A a, costs per hacker's and defender's effort unit in data

destruction/protection contest
B b, costs per hacker's and defender's effort unit in data theft/

anti-theft contest
m m,1 2 intensity parameters of data destruction/protection

contest and theft/anti-theft contest respectively
T t,j j the hacker's/attacker's and defender's efforts on com-

puter j in data destruction/protection contest
= …x x x x( , , )M1 2 the proportion of resources allocated onto each com-

puter by the defender in data destruction/protection
contest

= …X X X X( , , , )M1 2 the proportion of resources allocated onto each com-
puter by the hacker/attacker in data destruction/pro-
tection contest

= …x x x x( , , , )M1 2 the proportion of resources allocated onto each com-
puter by the defender in contest involving data theft/
anti-theft

= …X X X X( , , , )M1 2 the proportion of resources allocated onto each com-
puter by the hacker/attacker in contest involving data
theft/anti-theft

S* the set of data parts that remains after some computers
are intruded when considering only data survivability

*SD the set of data parts that remains after some computers
are intruded when considering both data survivability
and data security

*SA the set of data parts that are stolen by the hacker/
attacker when considering both data survivability and
data security

The defender has some data that need to be protected and the
hacker wants to destroy and steal. In order to protect the data from
being destroyed or stolen by the hacker, the defender can separate it
into N parts and allocate these data parts onto M computers such that
each part may have copies on different computers. The capacity of
computer k is assumed to be Ck. This kind of systems is called the
distributed data storage system, which can maintain data integrity and
security even after the intruding of some computers. In order to reduce
the intruding probability of each computer, the defender spends its
resources on protection measures such as deploying industrial firewall
and fixing system bugs for each computer. In order to intrude the
computers in this distributed data storage system, the hacker spends its
resources on developing offensive products such as a malicious soft-
ware. The malicious software keeps detecting system bugs that are
monitored by backend servers. The backend servers inform the hacker
as soon as system bugs are detected. The hacker modifies the authen-
tication system of a computer through system bugs. Then the hacker
accesses the computer without the defender's authority, and destroys
and steals the data parts on this computer.

Two difference cases are considered. Section 3 considers the case
where all data parts on a computer will be destroyed but not stolen once
it is intruded by the hacker. Section 4 considers the case where all data
parts on a computer will be destroyed and stolen once it is intruded by
the hacker. Note that the internal failures of computers and data parts
are ignored in this research. The system is regarded as failed if the
defender loses access to any data part or the attacker successfully gets
all data parts. Denote the numbers of copies for the N data parts as

= …n i n n n N( ) ( (1), (2), , ( )). Each computer can contain one or more
data parts, and each data part can be stored onto one or more
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computers. Due to the limited computer capacity, the total size of data
copies ×= n i c( )i

N
i1 should be no more than = Ck

M
k1 , i.e.,

×= =n i c C( )i
N

i k
M

k1 1 .

3. The basic system defense model considering only data
survivability

3.1. The model description and the optimization problem

There are M computers in the distributed data storage system. The
capacity of computer k is Ck. The number of data parts that are stored
onto computer k cannot exceed its capacity. In order to enhance the
survivability of the data, the defender divides the data into
N independent parts which are stored onto M computers. Define a set D
that contains all data parts, i.e., = …D N{1, 2, }. Sj denotes the set of
data parts that are stored on computer j. f(i, j) is an allocation function.

=f i j( , ) 1 means the copy of data part i is allocated onto computer j.
Otherwise, =f i j( , ) 0. In order to destroy the data, the hacker spends
its resources R on intruding these computers and the corresponding
proportion of attack resources allocated onto each computer is

= …X X X X( , , , )M1 2 . In response, the defender allocates its resources r to
defend the system and the corresponding resources proportion for each
computer is = …x x x x( , , , )M1 2 . Once computer j is intruded by the
hacker, all the data parts on this computer are destroyed.

The set of non-destroyed data parts after intentional attack is

=
=

S S I computerjisnotintruded* ( ),
j

M
j

1 (1)

where I() is a unity function such that =I TRUE( ) 1 and =I FALSE( ) 0.
In this basic system defense model considering only data surviva-

bility, the system is reliable if and only if =S D* . Thus, the system
reliability can be written as:

= =R f i j P S Dn i x X( ( ( ), ( , )), , ) { * }, (2)

in which Φ(n(i), f(i, j)) is the realization of different data parts allo-
cations which result in different system structures. It is a matrix that is
determined by n(i) and f(i, j). Φ(n(i), f(i, j)) can be written as

=f i jn i( ( ), ( , )) ( . .. ),1 2 N; ; (3)

in which = …( , , )i i i i M,1 ,2 , for any = …i N1, 2, . It means the al-
location strategies of all copies of data part i. For any = …j M1, 2, , ,
φi, j is equal to f(i, j) which means that the copy of data part i is allo-
cated onto computer j if =f i j( , ) 1. On the contrary, =f i j( , ) 0 means
no copy of data part i is allocated onto computer j. For example,

= =( , , , ) (1, 1, 0, 1)1 1,1 1,2 1, 3 1,4 means the first data part has
three copies and they are allocated onto computer one, computer two
and computer four.

Φ(n(i), f(i, j)) can be further written as

=
…

f i jn i( ( ), ( , ))
. . .. . .

.

N N

M

M

N M

1,1

2,1

,1

1,2

2,2

,2

1,

2,

, (4)

The problem can be described as a two-stage dynamic game where
the defender moves in the first stage and the hacker moves in the
second stage. Given the defender's strategy of data parts allocation and
computers’ protection, the hacker always allocates its resources opti-
mally onto each computer to destroy the system with a maximum
probability. Therefore, the optimal strategy of the hacker is to solve the
following optimization problem:

=

==

R f i j
s t X j M

X

X n i xmin ( | ( ( ), ( , )), )
. . 0 1, 1, 2, ..., ,

1.

j

j
M

j1 (5)

Anticipating that the hacker always chooses the most harmful
strategy = …X X X X* ( *, *, , * )M1 2 to minimize the data survivability, the
defender's optimal strategy is to solve the following optimization pro-
blem by backward induction:

=

=

× =
=

=

R f i j
s t x j M

x

c f i k C k M

n i x Xmax ( ( ( ), ( , )), , *)
. . 0 1, 1, 2, ..., ,

1,

( , ) , 1, 2, ..., .

j

j
M

j

i
N

i k

1

1 (6)

3.2. UGF approach for data survivability evaluation

To analyze the data survivability of the distributed data storage
system, it is necessary to know the state of each computer. Any com-
puter j in the considered system can be in two states after hacker's in-
truding. Particularly, the state of computer j is a discrete random
variable =gG g g{ , }jj j j,1 ,2 . If computer j is intruded by the hacker, all
data parts on it are destroyed and the set of data parts turns out to be ∅.
Otherwise, the set of data parts is Sj. gj, 1 denotes ∅ and gj, 2 denotes Sj.
The performance distribution of a discrete random variable Gj can be
determined by two vectors =p p p{ , }j j j,1 ,2 and =g g g{ , }j j j,1 ,2 , where
pj h, j for =h 1, 2j is the probability that computer j is in state hj, i.e.,

= ={ }p Pr G gj h j j h, ,j j . Note that pj, 1 represents the probability that
computer j is intruded by the hacker and it can be written as a general
function form:

=p T t( , ).j j j,1 (7)

here Tj and tj are the impact efforts allocated onto computer j by the
hacker and the defender respectively in data destruction/protection
contest. They can be written as:

=T RX A/ ,j j (8)

and

=t rx a/ .j j (9)

A and a are the costs per hacker's and defender's effort unit in data
destruction/protection contest. The probability that computer j is not
intruded by the hacker is,

=p T t1 ( , ).j j j,2 (10)

The universal generating function (UGF) technique is an effective
approach to evaluate the reliability of many different systems [34–38].
Based on the UGF technique, the UGF of computer j can be represented
as:

=
=

u z p z( ) .j
h

j h
g

1

2

,
j

j
j hj,

(11)

Given the UGF of computer j, we are now in the position to derive
the UGF for the system. Define a UGF operator ⊗ such that

=
=

=

=

= =

= =

= = =
=

U z u z u z
p z p z

p p z

p z

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

,

h h
g

h h
g

h h h h
g g

h h j j h

g

2 1 2

1
2

1, 1
2

2,

1
2

1
2

1, 2,

1
2

1
2

1
2

,

h h

h h

j
j

j hj

1 1
1, 1

2 2
2, 2

1 2 1 2
1, 1 2, 2

1 2
1

2
,

(12)

where U2(z) is the UGF representing the combination of survived data
parts in the first two computers. Similarly, if we use +U z( )1 to represent
the combination of survived data parts in the first + 1 computers, we
have
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=

=

=

+ +

= = = =

= +

= = = =
+

=

+ +
+ +

+
=

+

U z U z u z

p z

p z

p z

( ) ( ) ( )

...

... .

h h h j j h

g

h h
g

h h h j j h

g

1 1

1
2

1
2

1
2

1 ,

1
2

1,

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
1

,

j j
j

j hj

h

j j
j

j hj

1 2
1

,

1 1
1, 1

1 2 1
1

1
,

(13)

Recursively, we can derive the UGF after considering all M computers.
Thus, the UGF of the system is

=
= = = =

=U z p z( ) ... .M
h h h j

M

j h

g

1

2

1

2

1

2

1
,

M
j

j

M
j hj

1 2

1
,

(14)

For illustration, the intruding probability of computer j is assumed to
have the commonly used ratio form [39]. Thus, we can obtain pj h, j as
follows:

=
= =

= =

+ +

+ +

p
h

h

, 1

, 2
,j h

T

T t
RX A

RX A rx a j

t

T t
rx a

RX A rx a j

,

( / )
( / ) ( / )

( / )
( / ) ( / )

j

j
m

j
m

j
m

j m

j m j m

j
m

j
m

j
m

j m

j m j m

1

1 1
1

1 1

1

1 1
1

1 1 (15)

in which m1 is the intensity parameter of data destruction/protection
contest. The probability pj h, j is equal to 0.5 if =m 01 . That is to say, when

=m 01 , pj h, j is independent from the efforts that the defender and the
hacker exerted in data destruction/protection contest. However, prob-
ability pj h, j is related to the intensity parameter m1 if m1 > 0. When
0 < m1 < 1, the contest intensity is low and the probability pj h, j is not
sensitive to difference of the efforts that the defender and the hacker ex-
erted in data destruction/protection contest. When =m 11 , the efforts
exerted by the defender and the hacker have proportional impact in the
contest. Whenm1 > 1, the probability pj h, j is very sensitive to difference of
the efforts exerted by the defender and the hacker. Under this situation,
investing more efforts than one's opponent gives a disproportional ad-
vantage. It gives a step function where “winner-takes all” when =m1 .

Simplifying Eq. (14), it can be written as:

=
=

U z z( ) ,M
k

H

k
F

1

k

(16)

where π and F represent different combinations of

= =p gandj
M

j h j
M

j h1 , 1 ,j j respectively, and there are totally H kinds of
combinations. A computer has two states after the hacker's attack, i.e.,
it is intruded or not intruded. There are M computers in this distributed
data storage system. Thus, the system has 2M states after the hacker's
attack, i.e., =H 2M .

The system reliability of the distributed data storage system can be
calculated as follows:

= =
=

R f i j I F Dn i x X( ( ( ), ( , )), , ) · ( ).
k

H

k k
1 (17)

3.3. Computational complexity reduction

The operator ⊗ is used M 1 times since there are M computers in
the distributed data storage system. Thus, in the worst case, the com-
plexity of the reliability evaluation procedures amounts to 2(2 1)M .
However, in practical situations, the complexity of the UGF based re-
liability evaluation procedure could be much smaller. In fact, when one
applies the operator ⊗ to calculate the UGF Uj(z) of the first j (j < M)
computers, the terms satisfying == g Dj

h1 , do not need further
operation using ⊗ as the system is reliable if == g Dj

h1 , regardless
of the states of the next +j th( 1) to Mth computers.

3.4. Numerical experiments

Due to the complexity of the objective function, there is no analytic
solution for the defender's optimal strategy (Φ*(n(i), f(i, j)), x*). A ge-
netic algorithm (GA) which is an effective optimization tool is applied
to search the optimal solution [40–42]. We briefly introduce how the
GA is applied to solve the joint optimization problem that is proposed in
this paper. Each solution is represented by a vector

= … …+{ , , , , , , }M M M1 2 1 2 . The first M terms represent the data
parts allocation strategy of each computer. The last M terms represent
the percentage of defense resources allocated onto each computer. Note
that j M(1 )j is represented by a random number that belongs to
the interval [1, ]jn , where = 2j

Nn is the total number of possible data
parts allocation strategies on computer j. In particular, when jn is re-
presented as a number in binary system, the th digit equaling 1 (or 0)
represents that data part is (or is not) allocated into computer j.
Define a vector = …+ +a [ , , , ]M M M1 2 2a a a to represent the last M terms
of . In order to obtain the vector a, firstly, generating a random vector

= …+ +b [ , , , ]M M M1 2 2b b b , in which +M M( 1 2 )b belongs to
the interval [0, 1]. Secondly, define a vector = …+ +d [ , , , ]M M M1 2 2d d d ,
in which = = +/ M

M
1

2
d b b . Thirdly, let be vector that

= … = × × … ×+ + + +[ , , , ] [ 10, 10, , 10]M M M M M M1 2 2 1 2 2d d d .
Define a vector = …+ +[ , , , ]M M M1 2 2 , in which

+M M( 1 2 ) is the value after rounding . Lastly, we can
obtain = … = ×

× … ×
+ + +

+ = +

a [ , , , ] [ 0.1,

0.1, , (10 ) 0.1]
M M M M

M M
M

1 2 2 1

2 1
2 1

a a a .

This subsection discusses the defender's optimal strategy con-
sidering data survivability. Suppose the defender and the hacker have
the same amount of resources, i.e., = =R r 10. Due to the specific
structure of the data, it can be divided into three parts by the defender,
i.e., =N 3. The corresponding size of each data part is =c 51 , =c 102
and =c 153 . There are totally four computers in this distributed data
storage system and the corresponding capacity of each computer is

= = =C C C10, 15, 301 2 3 and =C 254 . Both the defender and the
hacker are assumed to be equal in data destruction/protection contest,
i.e., = =A a 1. Under this intensity, the investments of the defender
and attacker have proportion impact on the vulnerability.

Table 1 shows the defender's optimal strategy of data parts alloca-
tions is =n i f i j*( ( ), ( , )) [1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1; 0 0 1 1]. That is to say, the
defender allocates the first data part onto computer one, computer two
and computer three, and both the second data part and the third data
part onto computer three and computer four. The optimal percentage of
defense resources allocated onto computer one, computer two, com-
puter three and computer four are 0.2, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.4. The hacker's
optimal strategy is to attack computer three and computer four with the
percentage of attack resources 0.5 and 0.5. The intruding probability of
computer one, computer two, computer three and computer four are 0,

Table 1
Optimal defense and attack strategies under different capacities of computers
considering data survivability.

Ck Φ*(n(i), f(i, j)) x* X* pj, 1 maxR*

=C 101 [1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1; 0 0 1 1] =x* 0.21 =X * 01 =p 01,1 0.653
=C 152 =x * 0.12 =X * 02 =p 02,1
=C 303 =x * 0.33 =X * 0.53 =p 0.6253,1
=C 254 =x * 0.44 =X * 0.54 =p 0.5564,1
=C 51 [1 1 0 0; 0 0 0 1;0 0 1 0] =x* 0.11 =X * 01 .2 =p 0.6671,1 0.181
=C 7.52 =x * 0.12 =X * 02 .2 =p 0.6672,1
=C 153 =x * 0.43 =X * 0.33 =p 0.4293,1
=C 12.54 =x * 0.44 =X * 0.34 =p 0.4294,1
=C 201 [1 0 1 1; 1 0 1 1;0 1 1 1] =x* 0.11 =X * 01 .1 =p 0.51,1 0.810
=C 302 =x * 0.12 =X * 02 .1 =p 0.52,1
=C 603 =x * 0.53 =X * 0.43 =p 0.4443,1
=C 504 =x * 0.34 =X * 0.44 =p 0.5714,1
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0, 0.625 and 0.556 respectively. Under this situation, the system re-
liability is 0.653.

For comparison purpose, we also give the optimal solutions of the
cases where all computers’ capacities are reduced by half and all
computers’ capacities are doubled. It can be seen from Table 1 that the
system reliability is enhanced greatly when all computers’ capacities
are doubled. This is because more copies of data parts are allowed. To
increase the number of copies of data parts can increase the system
reliability. It can also be seen that the defender makes more copies of
data parts when all computers’ capacities are doubled. On the contrary,
the defender makes fewer copies of data parts due to the limited ca-
pacity when all computers’ capacities are reduced by half. Under this
situation, the system reliability reduces sharply. Table 1 shows that the
system reliability is greatly affected by the capacities of computers.
When computers with large capacities are applied in the system, it al-
lows the defender to make more copies of data parts which makes it
difficult for the hacker to destroy the data integrity. Thus, deploying
computers with large capacities is an effective way to enhance the
system reliability of a distributed data storage system.

Fig. 1 shows max R* as functions of r/R for two kinds of config-
urations of computers: all computers are with equal capacity

= = = =C C C C( 20)1 2 3 4 or different capacities = =C C( 10, 15,1 2
= =C C30, 25)3 4 . Note that the total capacities of above two different

configurations are same. It can be seen that deploying the computers
with different capacities may be better than deploying computers with
equal capacity no matter the amount of the defender’ resources is in-
ferior or superior when considering data survivability.

Fig. 2 shows max R* as functions of intensity parameter of de-
struction/protection contest m1 under three different situations: (1) the
amount of the defender's resources is superior, = =r R10, 5; (2) the
amount of the defender's resources is inferior, = =r R10, 20; (3) the
amount of the defender's resources and the amount of the hacker's re-
sources are equal, = =r R10, 10. The differences of the system relia-
bility under three situations are small when the intensity parameter of
destruction/protection contest m1 is low. The differences increase
sharply with increasing m1. This is because the intruding probability of
each computer is sensitive to the destruction/protection efforts allo-
cated onto it under high destruction/protection contest intensity. It
gives some useful insights for the decision maker when a new dis-
tributed data storage system is designed.

In order to further analyze the relationship between the destruc-
tion/protection contest intensity m1 and the number of computers M in
the distributed data storage system, we give comparison numerical
experiments, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figs. 3 and 4 consider the cases where the cost of deploying a
computer is negligible/non-negligible comparing with the amount of
the defender's resources respectively. The cost of deploying a computer
is assumed to be 1 in Fig. 4. The resources of the defender and the
hacker are =r 15 and =R 10 respectively. The capacity of each com-
puter is 20. Other parameters are the same as those in the second

paragraph of Section 3.4.
Fig. 3 shows that the optimal strategy of the defender is to deploy 5

computers in the case where the cost of each computer is negligible.
Besides, deploying 3 computers is the worst strategy. The data parts can
be copied more if more computers are deployed. It leads to the high
data survivability. The decision maker should better deploy more
computers in a distributed data storage system to enhance the data
survivability.

Fig. 4 shows that when the destruction/protection contest intensity
m1 is low (m1 ≤ 1), the optimal strategy of the defender is to deploy 5
computers and the worst strategy is to deploy 3 computers in the case
where the cost of each computer is non-negligible. However, when the
destruction/protection contest intensity m1 is high (m1 ≥ 1.5), the
optimal strategy of the defender is to deploy 3 computers and the worst
strategy is to deploy 5 computers. It implies that the decision maker
should better allocate more resources onto computers protections in-
stead of purchasing more computers under high destruction/protection
contest intensity. Conversely, the decision maker should better deployFig. 1. max R* as functions of r/R for two kinds of configurations of computers

considering data survivability.

Fig. 2. max R* as functions of m1 for different combinations of (r, R) con-
sidering data survivability.

Fig. 3. maxR* as functions of m1 for different M (the cost of each computer is
negligible).

Fig. 4. maxR* as functions of m1 for different M (the cost of each computer is
non-negligible).
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more computers when the destruction/protection contest intensity is
low.

Fig. 5 shows maxR* as functions of r/R for different M. In order to
balance the computer capacity and the number of computers, suppose
the total capacity is 90 and the capacity of all computers are equal. For
example, = = =C C C 301 2 3 if =M 3, = = = = = =C C C C C C 151 2 3 4 5 6
if =M 6. Other parameters are the same as those set previously. It can
be seen that deploying three computers is the optimal strategy of the
defender no matter the amount of its resources is inferior or superior. It
implies that the defender prefers to deploy fewer computers with large
capacity. In fact, deploying too many computers means that the defense
resources allocated onto each computer are diluted, making the com-
puters vulnerable. Besides, when the capacity of each computer is
small, the defender must guarantee the survival of many computers to
guarantee the integrity of the data.

4. The model considering both data survivability and data
security

4.1. The model description and the optimization problem

In this section, both data destruction and data theft are considered.
That is, once a computer is intruded, the hacker accesses all data parts
on the computer unauthorized and uses them (data theft). Besides, it
encrypts all data parts on the computer and makes them impossible to
use by the defender (data destruction). In order to destroy and steal the
data, the hacker allocates its resources R to intrude these computers.
The corresponding proportion of attack resources spent on each com-
puter is denoted as = …X X X X( , , , )M1 2 . In order to enhance the data
survivability and security, the defender allocates its resources r onto
these computers for protections and the corresponding proportion of
defense resources spent on each computer is denoted as

= …x x x x( , , , )M1 2 . After the hackers’ attack, the set of data parts left is
denoted as SD*, the following equation can be obtained.

=
=

S S I computerjisnotintruded* · ( )D

j

M
j

1 (18)

The set of data parts that have stolen by the hacker is denoted as SA*
and it can be obtained as:

=
=

S S I computerjisintruded* · ( ).A

j

M
j

1 (19)

The distributed data storage system is reliable if and only if the
following conditions are satisfied: (1) the union of all data parts on
survived computers is integrity, i.e., =S D*D ; (2) the union of all data
parts that are stolen by the hacker is not integrity, i.e., SA* ≠ D. In this
case, the system reliability can be written as:

= =R f i j P S D S Dn i x X( ( ( ), ( , )), , ) {( * ) ( * )}.D A (20)

Therefore, the optimal strategy of the hacker is to solve the opti-
mization problem that is similar to Eq. (5). It chooses the most harmful

strategy = …( )X X X X* *, *, , *M1 2 to minimize the system reliability. The
defender's optimal strategy is to solve the optimization problem that is
similar to Eq. (6) to maximize the system reliability anticipating the
most harmful strategy of the attacker.

4.2. The UGF based approach

Define the state of computer j as a discrete random variable
=wW w w{ , }jj j j,1 ,2 . If computer j is intruded, all data parts on it are

stolen by the hacker. The set of data parts on computer j turns out to be
∅ which is denoted by wj, 1. Otherwise, the set of data parts on com-
puter j is Sj which is denoted by wj, 2. The performance distribution of a
discrete random variable Wj can be determined by two vectors

=q q q{ , }j j j,1 ,2 and =w w w{ , }j j j,1 ,2 , where qj, j for = 1, 2j is the prob-
ability that computer j is in state θj, i.e., = ={ }q Pr W wj j j, ,j j . Note that
qj, 1 represents the intruding probability of computer j.

Based on the UGF technique, the UGF of computer j can be re-
presented as:

=
=

u z q z( ) · ,j j
w w

1

2

,
,

j
j

j j j j, , ¯

(21)

in which, ¯ , {1, 2}j j , satisfying that =¯ 1j if = 2j and =¯ 2j if
= 1j . Note that the first exponent on “z” represents the remaining data

parts on computer j and the second exponent on “z” represents the data
parts obtained by the attacker from computer j.

Given the UGF of computer j, we are now in the position to derive
the UGF for the system. Define a UGF operator ⊕ such that

=
=

=

=

= =

= =

=
= =

U z u z u z
q z q z

q q z

q z

( ) ( ) ( )
( · ) ( · )

·

· ,

w w w w

w w w w

j j

w w

2 1 2

1
2

1,
,

1
2

2,
,

1
2

1
2

1, 2,
,

2 2
1

2
,

,

j
j

j j
j

j j

1 1
1, 1 1, ¯1

2 2
2, 2 2, ¯2

1 2 1 2
1, 1 2, 2 1, ¯1 2, ¯2

1 2
1

2
,

1

2
, ¯

(22)

where U2(z) is the UGF representing the combinations of data parts
survived and stolen for the first two computers. Similarly, if we use +U 1
to denote the UGF representing the combinations of data parts survived
and stolen for the first + 1 computers, then we have

=

=

=

+ +

= = = =

= +

= = = =
+

= =

+ +
+ + + +

+
=

+

=

+

U z U z u z

q z

q z

q z

( ) ( ) ( )

...

... .

j j

w w

w w

j j

w w

1 1

1
2

1
2

1
2

1 ,

,

1
2

1,
,

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
1

,

,

j
j

j j
j

j j

j
j

j j
j

j j

1 2
1

,
1

, ¯

1 1
1, 1 1, ¯ 1

1 2 1
1

1
,

1

1
, ¯

(23)

Recursively, we can derive the UGF of the system after considering all
M computers. Thus, the UGF of the system is

=
= = = =

= =U z q z( ) ... ,M
j

M

j

w w

1

2

1

2

1

2

1
,

,

M
j

j

M
j j

j

M
j j

1 2

1
,

1
, ¯

(24)

in which qj, j can be calculated similarly to Eq. (15) except that the
intensity parameter of the contest is now denoted as m2 and the costs
per hacker's and defender's effort unit in the contest are now re-
presented by B and b.

Simplifying the Eq. (24), it can be written as:

=
=

U z z( ) ,M
l

L

l
y Y

1

,l l

(25)

where λ and (y, Y) represent different combinations of = qj
M

j1 , j and

Fig. 5. maxR* as functions of r/R for different M.
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= =( )w w,j
M

j j
M

j1 , 1 , ¯j j respectively, and there are totally L kinds of
combinations. The system has 2M states after the hacker's attack, i.e.,

=L 2M .
The system reliability can be calculated as follows:

= =
=

R f i j I y D Y DG n i x X( ( ( ), ( , )), , ) {( ) ( )}.
l

L

l l l
1 (26)

4.3. Computational complexity reduction

The operator ⊗ is used M 1 times since there are M computers in
the distributed data storage system. Thus, in the worst case, the com-
plexity of the reliability evaluation procedures amounts to 4(2 1)M .
However, in practical situations, the complexity of the UGF based re-
liability evaluation procedures would be much smaller. In fact, when
one applies the operator ⊕ to calculate the UGF Uj(z) of the first
j (j < M) computers, the terms satisfying == w Dj

& 1 &, ¯& do not need
further operation using ⊕ as the system fails if == w Dj

& 1 &, ¯& regard-
less of the states of the next +j th( 1) to Mth computers.

4.4. Numerical experiments

This subsection discusses the defender's optimal strategy con-
sidering both data survivability and data security. The defender and the
hacker are assumed to be equal in data theft/anti-theft contest, i.e.,

= =B b 1. Besides, the data theft/anti-theft contest is assumed to be a
fair contest, i.e., =m 12 . Other parameters are the same as those in
Section 3.4.

Table 2 shows the defender's optimal strategy of data parts alloca-
tions is =n i f i j*( ( ), ( , )) [0 1 0 1; 1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1]. In other words, the
defender allocates the copies of the first data parts onto computer two
and computer four; the copies of the second data part onto computer
one, computer two and computer three; and the copies of the third data
part onto computer three and computer four. The optimal percentage of
defense resources allocated onto computer one, computer two, com-
puter three and computer four are 0.2, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.3. The hacker's
optimal strategy is to attack computer two, computer three and com-
puter four with the percentage of attack resources 0.3, 0.4 and 0.3. The
intruding probability of computer one, computer two, computer three
and computer four are 0, 0.5, 0.667 and 0.5 respectively. Under this
situation, system reliability is 0.653.

As the same as those in Section 3.4, we also give the optimal solu-
tions of the cases where all computers’ capacities are reduced by half
and all computers’ capacities are doubled for comparison purpose. It
can be seen from Table 2 that the increase of the system reliability is

negligible when all computers’ capacities are doubled. In other words,
deploying computers with large capacities cannot efficiently increase
the system reliability of a distributed data storage system. Though,
more copies of data parts can be stored onto computers with large ca-
pacities, it also increases the risk of data theft. The rational defender
chooses the optimal number of copies of data parts even though more
copies can be stored onto computers with large capacity. Besides, the
system reliability decreases when all computers’ capacities are reduced
by half. It is because the capacities of computers are too small to store
enough copies of data parts in this case. It can also be seen from Table 2
that increasing the capacities of computers is not an efficient method to
enhance the system reliability if the capacities of computers are already
enough.

Fig. 6 shows max R* as functions of r/R for two kinds of config-
urations of computers: all computers are with equal capacity

= = = =C C C C( 20)1 2 3 4 or different capacities = =C C( 10, 15,1 2
= =C C30, 25)3 4 . Note that the total capacities of above two different

configurations are same. It can be seen that deploying the computers
with different capacities may be better than deploying computers with
equal capacity no matter the amount of the defender's resources is in-
ferior or superior when considering both data survivability and data
security.

Fig. 7 shows max R* as functions of intensity parameter of theft/
anti-theft contest m2 for different combinations of (r, R). Comparing
with Fig. 2, it can be seen that the maximum system reliability is lower
than that considering data survivability. That is to say, defending a
distributed data storage system considering both data survivability and
data security is more challenging than that only considering data sur-
vivability. In this case, more defense resources and more effective
protection measures are needed. Fig. 7 also shows that with the in-
creasing intensity parameter m2, the differences between the curve

= =r R( 10, 5) and the curve = =r R( 10, 10) are bigger than that in
Fig. 2. It indicates that when the contest intensity is high, the defender
benefits more if it is more resourceful.

Table 2
Optimal defense and attack strategies under different capacities of computers
considering both data survivability and data security.

Ck Φ*(n(i), f(i, j)) *x *X qj, 1 maxR*

=C 101 [0 1 0 1; 1 1 1 0; 0 0 1
1]

=*x 0.21 =*X 01
=q 01,1 0.414

=C 152 =*x 0.32 =*X 0.32
=q 0.52,1

=C 303 =*x 0.23 =*X 0.43
=q 0.6673,1

=C 254 =*x 0.34 =*X 0.34
=q 0.54,1

=C 51 [1 1 0 0; 0 0 0 1;0 0 1 0] =*x 0.11 =*X 0.21
=q 0.6671,1 0.181

=C 7.52 =*x 0.12 =*X 0.22
=q 0.6672,1

=C 153 =*x 0.43 =*X 0.33
=q 0.4293,1

=C 12.54 =*x 0.44 =*X 0.34
=q 0.4294,1

=C 201 [0 1 0 0; 1 1 1 0;1 0 0 1] =*x 0.21 =*X 0.21
=q 0.51,1 0.417

=C 302 =*x 0.32 =*X 0.52
=q 0.6252,1

=C 603 =*x 0.43 =*X 0.23
=q 0.3333,1

=C 504 =*x 0.14 =*X 0.14
=q 0.54,1

Fig. 6. max R* as functions of r/R for two kinds of configurations of computers
considering both data survivability and data security.

Fig. 7. max R* as functions of m2 for different combinations of (r, R) con-
sidering both data survivability and data security.
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Same as Section 3.4, we also analyze the relationship between the
data theft/anti-theft contest intensity m1 and the number of computers
M. All the parameters are the same as those in Section 3.4.

Fig. 8 shows that the optimal strategy of the defender is to deploy 4
computers and the worst strategy is to deploy 3 computers in the case
where the cost of each computer is negligible. Though the cost of de-
ploying a computer is negligible, deploying more computers is not the
defender's optimal strategy. It is different from that in Fig. 3. This is
because the system is in higher risk of data theft when more computers
are deployed.

Fig. 9 shows that the defender's optimal strategy is to deploy 3
computers when the theft/anti-theft contest intensity is low (m2 ≤ 1).
Besides, = > = > =maxR M maxR M maxR M* ( 3) * ( 4) * ( 5). It implies
that the optimal strategy of the defender is to deploy fewer computers
under low theft/anti-theft contest intensity. In fact, when the contest
intensity is low, it is hard for the attacker to destroy all the computers.
Thus, the focus is to prevent the hacker from stealing data, and thus
deploying fewer computers is preferable. However, the defender
chooses to deploy the optimal number of computers ( =M 4) under high
theft/anti-theft contest intensity. In fact, it is easier for the attacker to
destroy the computer when the contest intensity is higher. Thus, there is
trade-off between data survivability and data security, deploying four
computers the best option.

Fig. 10 shows maxR* as functions of r/R for different M. All the
parameters are the same as those in Fig. 5. It can be seen that deploying
three computers is the optimal strategy of the defender no matter the
amount of its resources is inferior or superior. In fact, when the de-
fender focuses on fewer computers, each computer becomes hard to
intrude, which makes the data not only easier to survive but also more
difficult to be stolen.

The intruding probability of each computer affects the optimal data
parts allocation strategy and the corresponding system reliability. We
conduct examples to study the influences of the intruding probability
on the optimal solutions, as shown in Tables 3 and 4. In Table 3, the

intruding probability pj, 1/qj, 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ 4) increases from 0.1 to 0.9. It
matches our intuition that maxR* decreases with increasing pj, 1/qj, 1. It
also shows that defending a distributed data storage system considering
both data survivability and data security is more difficult than that only
considering data survivability.

The capacity of computer three is the largest in the numerical ex-
periment. We further study how the intruding probability of computer
three affects the optimal data parts allocation strategy and the corre-
sponding system reliability. As shown in Table 4, the intruding prob-
ability of computer three p3, 1/q3, 1 increases from 0 to 1. The intruding
probability of other computers are fixed and assumed to be 0.2. It can
be seen that the changes of the intruding probability of one computer
also affect maxR*.

For all the examples presented in this paper, the initial population of
the GA with population size of 20 solutions are used. The probability of
mutation is 0.25 and the probability of crossover is 0.8. The genetic
cycles are 500. The running time of one single optimal result for =M 4
on intel core i5-7300hq with MATLAB 2017a is about 20 minutes.

5. Conclusions

This paper studies the strategy of defending a distributed data sto-
rage system against an intentional hacker/attacker. The problem is
modeled as a two-stage dynamic game where the defender moves in the
first stage and the hacker/attacker moves in the second stage. The de-
fender's optimal defense strategies including the optimal allocations of
copies of data parts and the optimal percentage of defense resources
that is allocated onto each computer are analyzed. Besides, the hacker's
optimal resources allocation onto each computer is also analyzed. Two
models are considered, a basic system defense model considering data
survivability and an extended system defense model considering both
data survivability and data security. The UGF technique is applied to
calculate the system reliability. Generic algorithm (GA) is applied to
solve the above-mentioned optimization problems.

Numerical experiments give some useful insights to decision ma-
kers. It shows that, for both cases, deploying the computers with dif-
ferent capacities may be better than deploying the computers with the
equal capacity. Increasing the capacity of each computer is an efficient
method to enhance the data survivability. However, it may not be ef-
fective to enhance the system reliability of a distributed data storage
system. In order to enhance the data survivability, decision makers
should better allocate more resources onto computer protection instead
of purchasing more computers under high destruction/protection con-
test intensity. However, it is not suitable for case two. In case two, the
defender always purchases the optimal number of computers and it is
not affected by the data theft/anti-theft contest intensity.

This paper considers defending a distributed data storage system
against an intentional hacker/attacker. In future research, it can be
devoted to analyzing the optimal defense strategy of defending a dis-
tributed data storage system against multiple hackers/attackers with
information sharing. In addition, this paper assumes that the number of

Fig. 8. maxR* as functions of m2 for different M (the cost of each computer is
negligible).

Fig. 9. maxR* as functions of m2 for different M (the cost of each computer is
not negligible).

Fig. 10. maxR* as functions of r/R for different M.
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computers is fixed and the data partition is given. Future research can
investigate the optimal number of computers to use and the optimal
data partitioning strategy. Besides, future research could also be de-
voted to studying the distributed data storage systems considering the
internal failure of computers and data parts.
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Appendix

Consider the case where the hacker can only steal the data but not destroy the data. That is, once a computer is intruded, all data parts on the
computer are stolen by the hacker. In order to steal the data, the hacker allocates its resources R to intrude M computers and the corresponding
proportion of attack resources spent on each computer is denoted as = …X X X X( , , , )M1 2 . To enhance the data security, the defender allocates its
resources r to protect these computers. The corresponding proportion of defense resources on each computer is denoted as = …x x x x( , , , )M1 2 . Let
SA* denote the set of data parts that have stolen by the hacker after several computers are intruded. SA* can be obtained as:

=
=

S S I computerjisintruded* ( ).A

j

M
j

1 (27)

The distributed data storage system is regarded as reliable if the union of all data parts that stolen by the hacker is not integrity, i.e., SA* ≠ D.
Thus, the system reliability can be obtained as

=R f i j P S Dn i x X( ( ( ), ( , )), , ) ( * ).A (28)

The optimal strategy of the hacker is to solve the following optimization problem:

=

==

R f i j
s t X j M

X

X n i xmin ( | ( ( ), ( , )), )
. . 0 1, 1, 2, ..., ,

1.

j

j
M

j1 (29)

The defender's optimal defense strategy is to solve the following optimization problem:

=

=

× =
=

=

f i j
s t x j M

x

c f i k C k M

n i x Xmax( ( ( ), ( , )), , *)
. . 0 1, 1, 2, ..., ,

1,

( , ) , 1, 2, ..., .

j

j
M

j

i
N

i k

1

1 (30)

Table 3
The influences of the intruding probability on the optimal solutions (the intruding probability of each computer is equal).

p1, 1/q1, 1 p2, 1/q2, 1 p3, 1/q3, 1 p4, 1/q4, 1 Data survivability Data survivability and data security
Φ*(n(i), f(i, j)) maxR* Φ*(n(i), f(i, j)) maxR*

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 [1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1; 0 0 1 1] 0.9891 [0 1 1 0; 1 1 0 1; 0 0 1 1] 0.9639
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 [0 1 0 1; 1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1] 0.8911 [0 1 0 1; 1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1] 0.7399
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 [1 1 1 0; 0 1 1 1; 0 0 1 1] 0.6875 [1 0 1 0; 0 0 1 0; 0 1 1 1] 0.5000
0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 [1 1 1 0; 0 1 1 1; 0 0 1 1] 0.4071 [0 1 1 0; 1 0 1 1; 0 0 1 0] 0.3000
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 [0 1 0 1; 1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1] 0.1171 [0 0 1 0; 1 0 1 1; 0 1 1 1] 0.1000

Table 4
The influences of the intruding probability on the optimal solutions (the intruding probability of each computer is not equal).

p1, 1/q1, 1 p2, 1/q2, 1 p3, 1/q3, 1 p4, 1/q4, 1 Data survivability Data survivability and data security
Φ*(n(i), f(i, j)) maxR* Φ*(n(i), f(i, j)) maxR*

0.2 0.2 0 0.2 [1 1 1 0; 0 1 1 1; 0 0 1 0] 1 [0 0 1 0; 1 1 1 1; 0 0 1 1] 1
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 [1 1 1 0; 0 1 1 1; 0 0 1 1] 0.9536 [1,1,1,1; 0 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1] 0.8704
0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 [0 0 1 1; 1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1] 0.9072 [1,1,1,1; 0 1 0 0; 0 0 1 1] 0.8128
0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 [1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1; 0 0 1 1] 0.8608 [0 1 0 1; 1 1 1 0; 0 0 0 1] 0.7808
0.2 0.2 0.8 0.2 [0 1 1 1; 1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1] 0.8144 [1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1; 0 0 0 1] 0.7744
0.2 0.2 1 0.2 [1 1 1 0; 0 0 1 1; 0 0 0 1] 0.7680 [0 1 0 1; 1 1 1 0; 0 0 0 1] 0.7680
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